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“

There are not enough female leaders in influential leadership positions in global health and particularly not enough African women. It’s critical to empower the next generation of leaders to fill the gap.

ROSE LEKE
HEROINE OF HEALTH
What is a Global Health Leader?
Who Do I Need to BE?

What Do I Need to Study?

Physician
Engineer
Epidemiologist
Health Educator
Health Policy
Statistician
Nurse
NP/PA
Dietician
Pilot

?
The Informal Curriculum: Global Health Leaders
Global Health Elective

- Global Health curriculum superimposed on Core Clinical Rotations
- Pre-Travel Education
- 8 students, 10 wks, 2 rotations
- Clinical rotations in IM, Peds, OB/GYN, GenSx, Psych, EM
- GH Partner: LBJ Tropical Medical Center, AS
Assignment 1: Hospital Privileging & Travel Medicine
Assignment 2: 
The “Informal Curriculum”
Tutuila, American Samoa
Infectious Disease
Ongoing AS Projects

- tPA for STEMI
- Stroke systems
- Sepsis pathway
- ALS Training
- Em. Preparedness
- Tropical Medicine
- Wound Care/HBM
Assignment 3: Tropical Medicine Primer
Assignment 4: Group Project
Hike Mt. Alava
Outrigger Canoe Paddling
Tisa’s Cultural Night: Umu Meal
Get Lei’d by Local Celebrities
Raise your hand..........If you’d do it all again!
We worked here
I learned... that having great Abs, Opens Doors!

I learned..... that the SUN is my ENEMY!
We learned......
What happens in American Samoa.....doesn’t necessarily STAY in American Samoa!
I learned... Tahitian Limes make the best vinegarette salad dressing!

I thought the limes were for the BLENDER DRINKS!!
We KNOW........ that all female travel teams are the BEST!

We also KNOW........ that we are the hardest on Dr. B. !
We will never forget……
this place, our work here, and
who we have become here!
You are astonishing. How dare you waste it?

You have the power to change everything. To create remarkable products and services. To over deliver.

To be the best in the world.
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